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Customer demands to conduct business on mobile devices have caused organizations to shift to a mobile-first strategy. Mobile 
applications and platforms must maintain trust to keep users. Deja vu Security can help your organization design and implement this 
growing mobile presence with time-tested security experience and industry leading best practices.

STAY SECURE 
MOBILE APPLICATION SECURITY ASSESSMENT

Concerns
•  The rate of adoption for mobile devices by users is pressuring 

organizations to change how they conduct and manage their businesses
•  Mobile platforms introduce new features frequently, presenting new 

challenges for organizations attempting to do what’s best for their 
organizations and users

•  Attacks targeting mobile environments are on the rise, with millions of 
samples being identified annually in public application marketplaces

Solution
Deja vu Security can help your organization integrate security throughout the 
software development lifecycle of your mobile applications. Our multifaceted 
approach enables organizations to find flaws earlier, and we provide guidance 
to ensure these threats are understood and properly mitigated with industry 
leading best practices for common attacks. Our process identifies weaknesses 
in your applications and frameworks. We strengthen your design and 
implementation, ensuring your customers do not fall victim to new attack 
trends. 

We assist organizations by creating test plans to measure test coverage of an 
application’s attack surface over time. Our engineers coordinate with internal 
staff to simulate attack scenarios against production or near-production 
environments in a safe and controlled manor. Unique risks are verified manually 
using modern techniques and all results are documented in detail along with 
guidance on changes to withstand similar classes of attack going forward.

“Ultimately, the pace at which mobile is 
evolving in the enterprise is completely 
unique, changing how businesses have 

to think about security. Companies need 
to establish trust and security in a world 
where they have less and less control—

over devices, over apps, and their users.”

Adam Ely 
COO, Bluebox 

Benefits
Comprehensive Mobile Assessment
Assesses your application design, functional dependencies, and 
implementation to ensure the security of critical operational assets 
and customer data

Industry Leading Knowledgebase
Leverage extensive security expertise so you’re always prepared to 
combat the latest mobile application attack trends 

Realistic Security Exercises
Measure the resilience of your mobile presence with accurate 
simulation of real world attack scenarios

Mobile Application Testing Process
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